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Grade
A
Critical + Stringent Management Mechanism / Relocate
B
Moderate + Management Mechanisms
C
Low + Management Mechanisms
D
No conflict

No. Type

Conflict

Description

1
Dodballapur connurbation + industries + Proposed KIADB Apparel Park

Valley system is impended by connurbation and industries

2
Proposed Ind (part of Nelamangala connurbation)

Sits at the head of a minor valley system

3 KIADB Proposed Industrial Estate A

Sits at head of the valley systems likely to pollute downstream

4 KIADB Proposed Industrial Estate

No major conflict

5 Connurbation B

Cutting across two major valley systems. May cause flooding

5A Hardwarepark B

Cutting across two major valley systems. May cause flooding

6 Proposed Ind in Hoskote connurbation + Prop KIADB industry

Close to forests. Likely to have negative impact

6A Hoskote connurbation adjoining Dodda Amanikare (lake)

Adjacent to dried up lake which need to be maintained

7 KIADB Industrial Estate B

Likely to have polluting impact on the downstream system

7A Proposed BMRDA Township B

Close to protected forests

8 Anekal connurbation + Prop Industrial (north part)

Sits right on a valley system

9 Proposed Ind in West of Anekal connurbation

Minor valleys feeding into forests in Kanakpura Taluk May get polluted and impact forests

10 Ind in SW Kanakpura connurbation A

Sits on valley and adjoins residential

10A Proposed BMRDA Township B

Crosses a protected forest area

11 Kanakpura town and connurbation B

Sits along valley and confluence of two rivers

12 Harohalli connurbation Area B

Sits on top of valley which includes several large water bodies

13 KIADB Proposed Industrial Estate A

Sits on a major valley

14 KIADB Proposed Industrial Estate A

Sits on a valley

15 2 NICE townships (Southern most in BMR)

Runoff from the township may impact the valley systems

16 Bidadi Ind Estate + NICE & BMRDA townships

Sits on a major valley

17 KIADB Proposed Industrial Estate B

Partially sits on valley system. Eastern portion may need to be relocated

18 Magadi Western Connurbation D

No Conflict

19 Prop BMRDA Township A

Sits on a major valley system

20 KIADB Proposed Industrial Estate A

Sits on a major valley system

21 Nelamangala Connurbation D

No Conflict

22 Ext Dev between Bangalore and Nelamangala B

Blocks a major valley system

23 KIADB Proposed Industrial Estate B

Close to Bangalore. Potential for flooding

24 North Part of Harohalli Connurbation + Area between Bangalore & Harohalli C

Low impact on valley system

25 KIADB Proposed Industrial Estate C

Low impact on valley system

26 Magadi Eastern Connurbation C

Close to TG Halli reservoir* Need to assess based on regulation for T.G Halli catchment area

*Need to assess based on regulation for T.G Halli catchment area
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